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(b) (8) Show that the electric field outside the cylinder at a distance r from its axis

has the expression E =2nkpRzlr
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Part I: Gauss's Law (20)
Consider a long cylinder with radius R and a length / that is very large when
compared to R so as to neglect the cylinder's end edge effects. This long cylinder
has a volumetric charge density p.
(a) (7) Show that the electric field inside the cylinder at a distance r from its axis I

has the expression E: (pl2es)r. l

(c) (5) When {-0 the wire can be described by a linear charge density 1,, show
that )u:Q/L [Hint: Compare the electric field above to the one obtained with a
linear charge density l,]
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Part II: Ampere's Law (20)
(a) (4) Assume that the charges of the cylinder in part I are now moving with a

drift velocity v6, determine the expression of the current L
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(b) (6) Show that the magnetic field inside the wire has the expression

t =(*#], ; -ut. your own drawing to show its direction.
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a drawing to show its direction. (Same as above)
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(d) (5) State and veriff Gauss's law for magnetism using the wire with current /. 
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3.(25) A conducting rod of length t = 35.0 cm is free to slide on two parallel conducting bars
as shown in the Figure below. Two resistors Rr = 2.00 O and I& = 5.00 O are connected across
the ends of the bars to form a loop. A constant magnetic field B = 2.50 T is directed
perpendicularly into the page. An extemal agent pulls the rod to the left with a constant
speed of z = 8.00 m/s.

5.00 {}

(d (a) Using Faraday's law, find the analytical expression and the value of the emf
caused by the motion of the bar.

Faradav's law states where FB is the mapnetic flux
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ft) (5) Consider the motion of free electrons in the bar. Show that the sane expression of
the emf can be found when equilibrium is reached between the electric and the
magnetic forces.

Two forces are acting on free electrons, the magnetic force and the
electric force. At equilibrium, we have the sum of the forces is equal to 0 leading to
q E = q a B o r E = o B

The electric field is related to the potential difference across the ends of the conductor:
L V = E t = B t a

The left-hand loop contains decreasing flux away from you, so the induced current in it will be (ii;

clockwise, to produce its own field directed away from you. Let -4 represent the current flowing
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(c) (2) Show on the figure above the direction of the currents in the two resistors, and
justify below.
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upward through the 2.00-0 resistor. The right-hand loop will carry counterclockwise current. Let 4 be

the upward current in the 5.00-0 resistor.

(d) (6)Determine the value of the current in both resistors.

Kirchhoffs loop rule then gives:

and,reffi
(e) (3) Find the total power delivered to the resistance of the circuit.

The total power dissipated in the resistors of the circuit is

(0 (5) Find the magnitude of the applied force that is needed to move the rod with this
constant velocity.

Method 1: The current in the slidine conductor is downward with value
The magnetic field exerts a force of

directed @ 16*ut4 *"
right on this conductor. An outside agent must then exert a force of

F.zg N I to the left to keep the bar moving.
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we consider a circuit 
"o-oo*dffi supplying a current1:1.*sin(at), aresistor R and an inductor Z.

(a)(4\ consider that the resistance arone is connected to the power supply,determine the expression of the potential difference across it.
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(bx4) consider that the inductor arone is connected to the power supply,determine the expression of the potential difference across it. L
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t  Q=+F/z(c) (6) when both R and, L are put in series, determine the impedance of thecircuit. . /- , 
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(dX5) Determine the expression of the circuit phase.
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(e) (6) use the axes berow to prot the current 1r* vs. al assuming AZr* isconstant and discuss the behavio, oi,fri, circuit at low frat high frequencies (cl---+oo). 
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